PUBLICIZING PUBLIC SERVICE (PPS) THROUGH THE VALUE OF OPENNESS & CONSULTATIVE WITH ASNAF COMMUNITY (OCAC). A STUDY AT THE REGIONAL TERRITORY OF ISLAMIC RELIGIOUS COUNCIL, KUALA LUMPUR.

PROBLEMS FACED BY THE ASNAF COMMUNITY (AC) PPR SRI PANTAI

1. WRONG PERCEPTION ABOUT RIGHTS TO GET ZAKAH
2. LIFE STYLE AND ATTITUDE
3. FINANCIAL AND LIFE PROBLEMS
4. LACK OF KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION ABOUT ZAKAH AND ZAKAH COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

ASNAF COMMUNITY - SDG SUSTAINABLE CITIES & COMMUNITIES

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

To identify the problem of life, attitude and zakah knowledge & information amongst the AC at the PPR Sri Pantai, Lembitu Pantai, Kuala Lumpur.
To provide better understanding and awareness on how to develop self & manage finance through series of Islamic Human Development talk/GUIDANCE forum & consultation.
To assess the level of AC satisfaction in regards to the programs conducted.
To conclude best aspects suitable for AC human development (for module drafting).
To provide suggestion for human development & improvement in zakah communication channel (protocol paper).

PROJECT MODULE/ METHODOLOGY

1. DISCUSSION/MUSyawarah with MAIPW Officer
2. INTERVIEW & DISCUSSION/MAIPW MUSYAWARAH WITH PPR SRI PANTAI RESIDENTIAL ASSOCIATION
3. SERIES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT TALKS
4. FEEDBACK FROM AC PARTICIPANTS
5. FEEDBACK FROM NGOs INVOLVED

TARGET COMMUNITY - ASNAF COMMUNITY (AC)
PPR SRI PANTAI
LEMBITU PANTAI, KL

PROJECT IMPACT TO AC

EXPENSES FROM THE GRANT & THIRD PARTIES
THIRD PARTIES DONATIONS:
1. AL MALIK DOH
2. NGO PERWIRA FROM SADINA UMAR ALKHATTAB MOSQUE

MEDIA APPEARANCE/ MOU/MOA SIGNING OR ANY RELATED TO MEDIA COVERAGE
1. PPR RESIDENTIAL ASSOCIATION BULLETIN
2. PPR RESIDENTIAL ASSOCIATION FACEBOOK
3. NGO PERWIRA FACEBOOK
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PROJECT OUTCOME

OUTCOME OF THE PROJECT BASED ON THE OBJECTIVE CAN SOLVE THE COMMUNITY PROBLEM AND COMMUNITY CAN IMPLEMENT IT.

A RANGE OF 300 Asnaf community understand and aware about zakah information & how to apply through channels provided by MAIPW.

A RANGE OF 300 Asnaf community understand AND know ways to manage financial and life stress according to Islam.

A RANGE OF 300 Asnaf community satisfied with MAIPW communication channels and zakah information.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

CO-RESEARCHERS

RESEARCH ASSISTANT

IMPORTANT DATES FOR UMCARES RESEARCHERS & PPR SRI PANTAI ACTIVITIES 2018/19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26.3.2018</td>
<td>DISCUSSION WITH MAIPW &amp; MAIPW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.4.2018</td>
<td>DISCUSSION WITH MAIPW &amp; MAIPW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.5.2018</td>
<td>DISCUSSION WITH MAIPW &amp; MAIPW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.12.2018</td>
<td>DISCUSSION WITH MAIPW &amp; MAIPW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.2.2018</td>
<td>DISCUSSION &amp; FEEDBACK WITH MAIPW &amp; MAIPW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.1.2019</td>
<td>DISCUSSION &amp; FEEDBACK WITH MAIPW &amp; MAIPW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.3.2019</td>
<td>DISCUSSION &amp; FEEDBACK WITH MAIPW &amp; MAIPW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.3.2019</td>
<td>DISCUSSION &amp; FEEDBACK WITH MAIPW &amp; MAIPW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>